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Introduction to the Paper
Whenever Hegel speaks of the sea, his language acquires an almost poetical quality.
Since he hardly "sailed the sea", this needs some explanation. Hegel's obvious fascination
with the sea, and the sea-trading nations, might be used against the old and false image of
Hegel as the philosopher of Prussia, with its Junkers or landed nobility rooted in terra firma.
In his book Land and Sea, Carl Schmitt pretends to be following Hegel's ideas, but it
seems obvious that he is far from reading Hegel correctly. While Schmitt's reasoning is
embedded in a conception of world history determined by wars between land and sea powers,
Hegel is constantly stressing the uniting consequences of the sea (and sea trade). These
introductory remarks intend to show that this subject is not a minor one in the Hegelian
context. On the contrary, what Hegel says about the sea touches such fundamental issues as
global society, international politics and the philosophy of history.
The paper is structured in three parts: First, Professor Waszek looks at Hegel's
treatment of the sea in classical antiquity, with his Philosophy of History as the textual basis.
Second, he interprets Hegel's crucial paragraph (§ 247) on maritime trade in his Philosophy of
Right. Third, attention is given to those who practise maritime trade – the merchants – and
thus on Hegel's account of classes/estates (Die Stände). The Philosophy of Right (§§ 201 ff)
is once again explored, along with earlier texts, in which Professor Waszek defines and
analyses the different social classes.
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